LISTENING FOR EXAM #1

FREAK OUT!
Hungry Freaks Daddy
I Ain’t Got No Heart
Who Are the Brain Police?
Trouble Every Day
It Can’t Happen Here

ABSOLUTELY FREE
Plastic People
Son of Suzy Creamcheese
Brown Shoes Don’t Make It
America Drinks and Goes Home

LUMPY GRAVY
Lumpy Gravy - Part 1

WE’RE ONLY IN IT FOR THE MONEY
Who Needs the Peace Corp?
Harry, You’re A Beast
Let’s Make The Water Turn Black
Mother People
The Chrome Plated Megaphone Of Destiny

CRUISING WITH RUBEN & THE JETS
Later That Night
Deseri (Collins/Buff)
Stuff Up the Cracks

UNCLE MEAT
Uncle Meat: Main Title Theme
Dog Breath, In the Year of the Plague
A Pound for a Brown on the Bus
Cruising for Burgers
Project X
King Kong

HOT RATS
Peaches En Regalia
Willie The Pimp
It Must Be a Camel

BURNT WEENY SANDWICH
Holiday In Berlin, Full Blown
Little House I Used To Live In

WEASELS RIPPED MY FLESH
Didja Get Any Onya?
The Eric Dolphy Memorial Barbecue
My Guitar Wants To Kill Your Momma
Oh No
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**CHUNGA’S REVENGE**
- Transylvania Boogie
- Tell Me You Love Me
- Sharleena

**200 MOTELS -**
- Semi-Fraudulent/Direct-From-Hollywood Overture
- Lonesome Cowboy Burt
- Touring Can Make You Crazy
- Would You Like A Snack?
- Redneck Eats
- Penis Dimension
- Strictly Genteel (The Finale)

**FILLMORE EAST, JUNE 1971**
- What Kind of Girl Do You Think We Are?
- Bwana Dik
- Latex Solar Beef
- Do You Like My New Car?
- Happy Together (Bonner / Gordon)

**JUST ANOTHER BAND FROM L.A.**
- Billy The Mountain

**WAKA/JAWAKA**
- Big Swifty
- It Just Might Be a One-Shot Deal
- Waka/Jawaka

**THE GRAND WAZOO**
- For Calvin (And His Next Two Hitch-Hikers)
- Cletus Awreetus-Awrightus
- Blessed Relief
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**OVERNITE SENSATION**
- Dirty Love
- Dinah-Moe-Humm
- Montana

**APOSTROPHE (‘)**
- Don’t Eat the Yellow Snow
- Nanook Rubs It
- St. Alphonzo’s Pancake Breakfast
- Father O’Blivion
ROXY & ELSEWHERE
Village of the Sun
Echidna’s Arf (Of You)/Don’t You Ever Wash That Thing?
Cheepnis
Be-Bop Tango (of the Old Jazzmen’s Church)

ONE SIZE FITS ALL
Inca Roads
San Ber’dino
Sofa #2

YOU CAN’T DO THAT ON STAGE ANYMORE, Vol. 2
Approximate

BONGO FURY
Debra Kadabra
Cucamonga
Advance Romance
Muffin Man

ZOOT ALLURES
Black Napkins
The Torture Never Stops
Friendly Little Finger
Disco Boy

LIVE IN NEW YORK
Titties and Beer
The Illinois Enema Bandit
The Black Page Drum Solo/Black Page #1
Black Page #2

STUDIO TAN
The Adventures Of Greggery Peccary

SLEEP DIRT
Sleep Dirt
The Ocean Is the Ultimate Solution

ORCHESTRAL FAVORITES
Pedro’s Dowry
Naval Aviation in Art
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SHEIK YERBOUTI
Dancin’ Fool
Rat Tomago
Bobby Brown Goes Down
Jewish Princess
Rubber Shirt (Zappa/Bozzio/O’Hearn)
Yo’ Mama
JOE’S GARAGE
Joe’s Garage
Fembot in a Wet T-Shirt
Lucille Has Messed My Mind Up (Zappa/Simmons)
Outside Now
Watermelon in Easter Hay

TINSELTOWN REBELLION
The Blue Light
Tinseltown Rebellion

YOU ARE WHAT YOU IS
Harder Than Your Husband
Theme From the 3rd Movement of Sinister Footwear
Dumb All Over

SHUT UP ‘N PLAY YER GUITAR
Shut Up ‘N Play Yer Guitar
Pink Napkins
While You Were Out

SHIP ARRIVING TOO LATE TO SAVE A DROWNING WITCH
Drowning Witch
Envelopes
Teenage Prostitute
Valley Girl

THE MAN FROM UTOPIA
Cocaine Decisions
Tink Walks Amok
The Dangerous Kitchen

THEM OR US
Sinister Footwear II
Steve’s Spanking

LONDON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA vol. 1 & 2
Sad Jane - 1st & 2nd Movement
Mo ‘N Herb’s Vacation - 1st Movement
Envelopes

THE PERFECT STRANGER
The Perfect Stranger
The Girl In The Magnesium Dress
Outside Now Again
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THING-FISH
Prologue
The Mammy Nuns
Harry & Rhonda
FRANK ZAPPA MEETS THE MOTHERS OF PREVENTION
Alien Orifice
Porn Wars

FRANCESCO ZAPPA
No. 4 - 1st Movement ANDANTE (Francesco Zappa)

JAZZ FROM HELL
Night School
While You Were Art II
G-Spot Tornado

GUITAR
Sexual Harassment In The Workplace
That Ol’ G Minor Thing Again

BROADWAY THE HARD WAY
When the Lie’s So Big
Jesus Thinks You’re A Jerk

BEST BAND YOU’VE NEVER HEARD IN YOUR LIFE
Let’s Move To Cleveland
Bolero (Ravel)

MAKE A JAZZ NOISE HERE
The Black Page (New Age Version)
T’Mershi Duweeen

THE YELLOW SHARK
Outrage At Valdez
The Girl In The Magnesium Dress
None Of The Above
G-Spot Tornado

CIVILIZATION PHAZE III
Put A Motor In Yourself
Navanax
Amnerika
Waffenspiel